Intuition Accelerator

Connect With Super Conscious Intelligence

mindpersuasion.com
Instructions

Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any situation where you understand things beyond what is normally physically possible. See a connection between your mind and infinite intelligence.

Tips for Success

Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that you are becoming more insightful and intuitive. Write down any positive comments others make.

Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask any questions:

mindpersuasion.net
**Affirmations**

I understand the thoughts of others

I am connected to the super conscious

I have infinite knowledge of the universe

my mind is connected to all information, from all time

I have access to unlimited knowledge and information

I instinctively know what to do

I instinctively know what to say

I understand people's energy

I can read people's energy

I can understand people's thoughts

I can read people's thoughts

I know what people are going to say before they say it

I know what people are going to think before they think it

I can predict events before they happen

my mind is a timeless storehouse of information

my mind is filled with ancient wisdom
I recall all events from my previous lives
I remember all relationships from previous lives
I understand the meaning of my dreams
my dreams are predictive and insightful
my dreams are filled with knowledge and understanding
my dreams are filled with timeless wisdom
I understand events before they happen
I sense wisdom from beyond
I understand information from beyond
I have a timeless connection to infinite knowledge
I am a timeless being with infinite knowledge
I am a timeless being with infinite understanding
I am a timeless being with infinite compassion
I am a timeless being filled with infinite love
my being is bursting with understanding
my being is bursting with love
my being is bursting with compassion
You understand the thoughts of others
You are connected to the super conscious
You have infinite knowledge of the universe
Your mind is connected to all information, from all time
You have access to unlimited knowledge and information
You instinctively know what to do
You instinctively know what to say
You understand people's energy
You can read people's energy
You can understand people's thoughts
You can read people's thoughts
You know what people are going to say before they say it
You know what people are going to think before they think it
You can predict events before they happen
Your mind is a timeless storehouse of information
Your mind is filled with ancient wisdom
You recall all events from your previous lives
You remember all relationships from previous lives
You understand the meaning of your dreams
your dreams are predictive and insightful
your dreams are filled with knowledge and understanding
your dreams are filled with timeless wisdom
You understand events before they happen
You sense wisdom from beyond
You understand information from beyond
You have a timeless connection to infinite knowledge
You are a timeless being with infinite knowledge
You are a timeless being with infinite understanding
You are a timeless being with infinite compassion
You are a timeless being filled with infinite love
your being is bursting with understanding
your being is bursting with love
your being is bursting with compassion